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ISPCP 

Internet Service Provider and Connectivity Provider Constituency 

Statement on Impacts – Introductions of New Top Level Domains 

Overview 
This is the ISPCP’s statement on Impacts relating to the GNSO PDP Dec 05 – Introduction of New Top 
Level Domains – Consolidated Recommendations. 
 

Section 1 – Principles 
The ISPCP is highly supportive of the principles defined in this section of the PDP, especially with regards 
to the statement in (A): 
 
“New generic top-level domains (gTLDs) must be introduced in an orderly, timely and predictable 
way.” 
 
Network operators and ISPs must ensure their customers do not encounter problems in addressing their 
e-mails, and in their web searching and access activities, since this can cause customer dissatisfaction 
and overload help-desk complaints. Hence this principle is a vital component of any addition sequence 
to the gTLD namespace. 
 
The various criteria as defined in D,E and F, are also of great importance in contributing to minimize the 
risk of moving forward with any new gTLDs, and our constituency urges ICANN to ensure they are 
scrupulously observed during the applications evaluation process. 
 

Section 2 – Proposed Recommendations 
Here the ISPCP would like to make the following observations: 

With regards to  recommendation 2: 

“Strings must not be confusingly similar to an existing top-level domain.” 

This is especially important in the avoidance of any negative impact on network activities. 

The same applies to recommendation 4: 

“Strings must not cause any technical instability.” 

The ISPCP considers recommendations 7 and 8 to be fundamental. The technical, financial, 

organizational and operational capability of the applicant are the evaluators’ instruments for preventing 

potential negative impact of a new string on the activities of our sector (and indeed of many other 

sectors). 
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With regards to recommendation 13: 

“Applications must initially be assessed in rounds until the scale of demand is clear.” 

This is an essential element in the deployment of new gTLDs, as it enables any technical difficulties to be 

quickly identified and sorted out, working with reduced numbers of new strings at a time, rather than 

many all at once. Recommendation 18 on the use of IDNs is also important in preventing any negative 

impact on network operators and ISPs. 

Section 3 – Implementations Guidelines 
We consider that guideline B, which states: 

“Application fees may differ for applicants.” ,  

has some potential for negative impact on our sector. Our recollection is that this caveat was proposed 

with a view to reducing the application fee for certain categories of applicants, as a mechanism for 

avoiding exclusion based on application cost. Recent discussions in the GNSO have exposed some 

opinions that question the ‘fairness’ of the application fee (as it has been applied heretofore), on the 

grounds that it constitutes an entry barrier and disenfranchises legitimate potential applicants. The risk 

in proceeding with such a policy, is that it paves the way for hasty, last minute me-too applications, that 

have not really developed a solid project, and are simply trying their luck in getting a string…Perhaps 

when such arguments on exclusion are expounded, then the ‘.cat’ sTLD can be pointed at as a prime 

example of a well-planned ‘grass-roots’ community TLD, which successfully applied for a  string without 

any ‘special’ cost considerations. A potential profusion of hasty, ill-conceived new gTLDs is not 

something the ISPCP would view as beneficial to our sector. 

Section 4 – IDN Working Group Areas of Agreement 
The ISP community believes that areas of agreement 5, 6, and 9 are essential to the careful 

implementation of IDN TLDs.  Without careful adherence to these recommendations, the 

implementation of IDNs may be successful on a technical level but will result in support and user 

confusion problems amongst the customers of ISPs.  The ISPCP believes that these “Areas of 

Agreement” are essential to implement prior to any pursuit or proposal for IDN TLDs. 

The ISP community also believes that the third “Area of Agreement” will be particularly difficult to 

implement in practice.  The ISP community would be significantly impacted if the mechanism for 

gathering language community input on new IDN gTLD strings included a process that reached out to 

general, public Internet users through the community that provides access and connectivity.  The ISPCP 

believes that a process for “Language Community Input for Evaluation of new IDN gTLD Strings” must 

be clearly established and vetted prior to allowing introduction of new IDN gTLD string.  Failure to do so 

will impact many sectors, including the ISP and connectivity community. 
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Section 5 – Reserved Name Working Group Recommendations 
The ISP community accepts and agrees with the ICANN and IANA recommendations of Section 5 and 

finds no negative impact on ISP operations or support.  The ISPCP is also support of, and finds no 

negative impacts for, the recommendation on symbols in new gTLDs. 

The ISPCP community notes that recommendation 6 – reservation of single letters at the top level – is an 

important and critical recommendation to the ISP community.  We believe that there are old resolvers in 

operation in developing countries that would be severely impacted (e.g. not work correctly) in the 

presence of single letters at the top level.  Specifically we believe that very old versions of BIND – 

potentially in use in very small, underfunded ISPs in economically challenged areas – may not process 

incoming resolution requests properly.  The ISP community strongly supports recommendation 6 and 

believes that further research, at a later date, would be necessary before all impacts on ISPs and 

connectivity providers could be identified. 

The ISPCP notes that an unavoidable impact of these recommendations is problems resulting from 

poorly written application layer software.  The ISP community was severely impacted during the 

introduction of TLDs that had more than 3 ASCII characters.  Many pieces of software incorrectly filtered 

these TLDs – most likely because software designers thought that there could not be TLDs whose length 

was greater than three characters.  During the first 18 months of introduction of those TLDs there were 

many calls to ISPs to “fix” the problem with the new TLDs – despite the fact that the ISP and connectivity 

community were not responsible for issues at the application layer.  We fully expect that some software 

and application designers have also made assumptions about TLDs that will be contradicted by the new 

recommendations in section 5.  The unavoidable impact on ISPs and connectivity providers will mirror 

the problems that occurred during the introduction of TLDs such as .areo, .travel, or .coop.  The ISP 

community suggests that the existence of so-called “Controversial Names” will also lead to potential 

regulatory or community pressure impacts on those who provide connectivity. 

Section 6 – PRO Areas of Agreement 
The ISPCP believes that the six “Areas of Agreement” in the area related to PRO will have no significant 

impact on ISPs or connectivity providers. 

Section 7 – Areas of Broad Agreement 
The ISPCP sees the Principles and Recommendations in this section, as reasonable safeguards to a 

measured and controlled expansion of the generic domain namespace, subject to the comments 

expressed above. 

 


